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Abstract

The cryptographic protocol analysis logic of Gong,
Needham and Yahalom (GNY) o ers signi cant advantages over its predecessor, the Burrows, Abadi
and Needham (BAN) logic. Manual analysis of
protocols using the GNY logic, however, is cumbersome, as the logic has a large set of inference
rules.
This paper proposes a modi ed GNY logic, and
describes the implementation of a protocol analysis
tool based on that logic. The modi cations ensure
that no useful inferences are lost, and allow the
logical statements derivable from a given protocol
to be deduced in a nite number of steps. The tool
o ers a facility to automatically generate proofs of
protocol goals. It has proved useful in mechanically
verifying the need for several inference rules which
are all absent from the original GNY logic.

1 Introduction

The rapid proliferation of distributed computing
systems has lead to an increased dependence on
cryptographic techniques for protecting information transmitted over insecure channels. These techniques are used to counter the threats posed by
passive eavesdroppers or active intruders interfering with the message transmission to meet malicious ends. Cryptographic protocols can be used
to attain a multitude of security objectives like
entity authentication, key distribution, message authentication, etc. (cf., e.g., [1]). These protocols
are typically susceptible to various kinds of attacks
which are independent of the weaknesses of the
cryptosystem employed [2]. Examples of protocols
which were argued to be correct by ad hoc techniques, but later found to contain aws, abound
in the literature [3, 4]. It is therefore essential
to employ systematic techniques for ensuring that
protocols meet their desired goals under reasonable
assumptions about the operating environment.
Formal analysis of protocols using a belief{based
logic was proposed in the pioneering work of Bur-

rows, Abadi and Needham [3] (see also [5]). The
BAN logic provides a language for specifying and
analyzing protocols at a level adequate to successfully demonstrate the existence of aws in several
well-known protocols. It has also revealed subtle
di erences between di erent protocols with seemingly identical requirements and goals. The logic
makes some implicit assumptions about the working of protocols. Some of these are standard cryptographic assumptions such as perfect encryption,
whereas others such as the assumption of sucient
redundancy in encrypted messages are less common, and are very often advantageous to specify explicitly. (Failures arising out of direct cryptanalysis
of ciphertext are not addressed.) The BAN logic
also fails to accommodate many of the wide range
of cryptographic techniques available in designing
protocols, and as a result the class of protocols that
can be analyzed using the logic is limited. The
shortcomings of the BAN logic have led to several
extensions of the logic being proposed [6, 7, 8, 9].
Each of these extensions attempts to improve upon
the BAN logic by introducing additional primitives
and rules. A prominent extension of the BAN logic
is the logic proposed by Gong, Needham and Yahalom [6]. Their extension, known as the GNY
logic, operates at a ner level of detail than its
predecessor, and also extends the class of protocols
that can be analyzed using the logic. It does this
by introducing several new constructs and a large
number of rules to formalize some of the implicit
assumptions of the BAN approach, and to capture
the wide variety of techniques that can be employed
in protocols.
The simplicity and e ectiveness of the BAN logic
and its extensions has resulted in the development
of several tools for machine-aided analysis of protocols by using BAN or BAN-like logics [10, 11, 12,
13]. The appeal of tools for mechanical validation
is clear, but such tools can also assist in examining
the role played by protocol messages and assumptions in attaining the desired goal. In addition, the
tools can also be used to verify proofs of protocol

goals which are obtained by manually applying the
logic. Manual analysis of protocols using the GNY
logic, however, is unwieldy, as the logic has more
than forty inference rules.
In this paper we describe a tool for automating
GNY logic analysis of protocols. To obtain this
automation we modify the set of inference rules
of the logic in such a way that the logical statements that can be derived from a given protocol
are nite in number, and are therefore derivable
in a nite number of steps. The goal of the original logic is to deduce, from the protocol messages
exchanged, the possessions and beliefs of each principal executing the protocol. The modi cations we
carry out discard those inferences which do not
contribute towards this goal, so no useful inferences are lost by the modi ed logic. We implement
the modi ed logic to establish a tool for protocol
veri cation using the logic. The tool provides a
protocol-independent inference engine which generates all the logical statements that can be derived
from a given protocol speci cation consisting of the
statements representing the protocol messages and
initial assumptions. A proof explanation facility
allows proofs of protocol goals to be obtained mechanically. The tool also generates the intermediate states attained after each step of the protocol,
thus providing an environment for stepwise development of protocols. The modi ed logic includes
several new rules from an extension of the GNY
logic in [7]. These rules are clearly required during
protocol analyses using the GNY logic, but are
nonetheless absent in [6]. The tool has proved
useful in verifying the need for the inference rules
we add to the GNY logic. It has also enabled us to
detect a problem with the GNY protocol parser [6]
used for transforming a conventional protocol description into the logic.
The outline of the rest of the paper is as follows.
Section 2 gives a brief overview of the BAN logic
and describes the GNY extensions to BAN. Section 3 discusses our modi cations to the GNY logic
and outlines a proof of niteness of derivations in
the modi ed logic. Section 4 outlines the Prolog
implementation of a tool based on the modi ed
logic. We end the paper in section 5 by illustrating
the use of the tool in analyzing an example protocol.

2 The BAN and GNY logics
The GNY logic is essentially a veri cation logic for
cryptographic protocols. It is an extension of the
BAN logic, and adopts the basic notational framework of BAN. Below we review the main features
of the BAN logic, and then discuss how the GNY
logic attempts to improve upon its predecessor.

2.1 BAN logic

The BAN logic deals with three types of objects:
principals, keys, and nonces. Principals represent
entities (people, computers, services, etc.) who
execute protocols for attaining security goals like
distribution of session keys, etc. A protocol speci es a procedure for exchanging messages between
principals and is described by a list of steps of the
form: A ! B : M , which denotes that principal A
sends the message M to principal B . Protocol messages typically contain encrypted and unencrypted
parts, and keys are used to perform encryption
and decryption. Certain initial conditions are assumed to hold at the start of a protocol run, and
a successful execution of the protocol is intended
to result in the protocol goal being achieved. For
example, a typical authenticated key distribution
protocol is often arranged in such a way that two
principals, each of whom initially shares a secret
key with a trusted server only, are able to establish
a shared session key generated by the server for
communicating with each other. Nonces are fresh
quantities, such as random numbers, typically used
for verifying that messages received were sent after
the start of the protocol run. Time is divided into
two epochs: past and present. A message sent
before the start of the protocol run is said to belong
to the past epoch. No guarantees can be obtained
from secrets distributed in such messages, since
they could have been compromised in the past.
In the BAN logic, protocol messages are represented by logical formulae, also referred to as
statements. A complete description of the constructs and inference rules of the logic can be found
in [3]. Here we present the main formulae and
logical rules.
P j X P believes X . P believes that X is true.
P / X P sees X . P has received a message
containing X .
P j X P once said X . P has sent a message
containing X .
P j) X P has jurisdiction over X . P is a
trusted or delegated authority on X .
](X )
X is fresh. No message sent in the
past contained X .
K
P $ Q P and Q share key K . No one except
either P or Q or someone they trust
can know K .
fX gK X encrypted with key K .
Additionally, the expression `fX gK fromR' denotes
that R is the originator of the encrypted message
fX gK . The inference rules of the logic capture
commonly accepted principles used in reasoning
about protocols. Below we list three such rules
which are central to the logic.
 Message-meaning rule { The rule for shared
keys states that the identity of the sender of

an encrypted message can be deduced from the number of protocol failures have resulted from unencryption key used:
justi able implicit assumptions. For example, the
Needham-Schroeder
protocol [1] makes the unreaK Q; P / fX g from R
P j P $
sonable
assumption
that
one of the principals simK
ply
assumes
that
the
message
containing the session
P j Q j X
key is freshly generated [14, 3]. Furthermore, it is
This rule has a side condition P 6= R, which also useful to make explicit any assumptions which
re ects the assumption that P has not sent more accurately describe the conditions required
fX gK himself.
for the correct functioning of protocols. The no Nonce-veri cation rule { This rule states that tions made explicit by the GNY logic provide a
the sender of a fresh message must believe what step in this direction. The logic also has new notation to represent functions other than encryption,
is said:
such as decryption and one-way hash functions,
P j ](X ); P j Q j X
and new notation for denoting private keys assoP j Q j X
ciated with public keys. Many new rules are introduced by the logic, which re ect the wide variety of
 Jurisdiction rule { This rule states that one cryptographic techniques that can be employed in
must believe what a trusted principal believes constructing protocols. For example, the message
in:
interpretation rule I3 [6, p. 247] captures identity
P j Q j) X; P j Q j X
corroboration using one-way hash functions [15].
P j X
The additional notation and rules collectively yield
A protocol to be analyzed is rst transformed an increase in reasoning power, and also broaden
into an idealized version to include any implicit the class of protocols that can be analyzed using
information conveyed by protocol messages. The the logic. Here we discuss the three most notable
basic idea behind idealization can be illustrated notions which can be represented explicitly in the
as follows. Consider the protocol step S ! A : GNY logic.
fNa ; B; Kab gKas , in which a key server S distributes
a session key Kab to A for talking to B . Here Kas is 2.2.1 Possession
a key shared by A and S , and Na is A's nonce, used The notion of possession allows reasoning at a ner
by him to verify that the message is not a replay. level of detail than the BAN logic. This notion is
This message implies that S asserts Kab to be a implicit in many BAN rules. For example, in the
good session key for A and B , and this assertion is message decryption rule for shared keys [3, p. 7]:
represented explicitly in the idealized version of the
K Q; P / fX g
P j P $
K
step as: A/ fNa ;A K$ab B gKas . Initial assumptions,
P
/
X
such as those stating the goodness of keys shared
initially between a server and various principals, it is implicitly assumed that P has K . Possessing
are then made, and the inference rules are applied a key or message is quite distinct from believing
to determine if the logical statements describing the anything about it. The construct P 3 X , meaning
goal of the protocol are derivable. The inability to P possesses X , provides a means to represent this
derive those statements very often suggests implicit in the GNY logic.
assumptions in the protocol. As protocol aws
are typically manifested as implicit assumptions 2.2.2 Recognizability
which are clearly dubious when made explicit, the The BAN message-meaning rules for shared and
logic enables aws to be detected by forcing all the public keys assume that there is sucient redunassumptions to be made explicit. Examples of BAN dancy in the message space so that the decryplogic analysis of several well-known protocols can tion of a ciphertext with the correct key results
be found in [3]. The usefulness of the logic has in a recognizable message. The GNY logic does
made it a widely used formal method for analyzing not assume this, and introduces a new statement
cryptographic protocols.
P j (X ), meaning P believes that X is recognizable, which expresses P 's expectations about
2.2 GNY logic
X before actually receiving it in a message. The
The GNY logic [6] is more expressive than the BAN logical use of this addition is made by including
logic. It makes explicit some of the assumptions recognizability premises in several of the message
which are implicit in the BAN logic. For example, interpretation rules of the logic [6, p. 246{248].
the BAN logic assumes that encrypted messages 2.2.3 Honesty
provide sucient redundancy; this may not be always true, and it is often advantageous to spec- The BAN logic assumes that the principals executify the presence of redundancy explicitly. A large ing a protocol are trustworthy. This is clear from

the nonce-veri cation rule wherein a principal who
has recently said a message is assumed to believe in
the message. To make the notion of trustworthiness
explicit, the GNY logic introduces the statement
P j Q j) Q j , which means that P believes Q
to be honest and competent. The logical use of this
addition is made by including honesty premises in
the jurisdiction rules J2 and J3 [6, p. 240], thereby
allowing the outcome of a protocol to be determined when not all principals are trustworthy.
In addition, the logic reformulates the BAN syntax to correspond more closely to the way protocol analysis is carried out in the logic. The logic
also dispenses with the separate BAN notation for
shared keys and shared secrets, and provides a comS Q, with the generic semantics
mon syntax, P $
that S is a suitable secret for P and Q. A complete
list of the logical notation and rules of the GNY
logic can be found in [6].

2.2.4 Protocol analysis

The rst step in a protocol analysis using the GNY
logic, like BAN, is to produce a logical description
of the protocol from the conventional notation used
for expressing the protocol. Unlike in BAN idealization, cleartext is retained in GNY idealized
messages. This enables reasoning about possessions of principals executing the protocol. Any
implicit information conveyed by a protocol message is represented logically by attaching an extension to the formula representing the message.
In addition, for every message sent to a principal, the not{originated{here marker  is pre xed
to those parts of the message which are not present
in any message sent earlier by the principal [6, p.
236]. The BAN logic assumes that principals can
ignore messages which were generated by themselves. This is evident from the side condition in
the BAN message-meaning rule for shared keys.
The GNY not-originated-here attribute gives the
logical ability to formally express this requirement
for messages generated in the current run of a protocol. For example, the protocol step used earlier,
in section 2.1, to illustrate BAN idealization might
be idealized in GNY as:

A / fNa ;B; Kab gKas ; (S j A K$ab B )
Here the extension S j A K$ab B denotes the assertion implicitly conveyed by the message. A parser
algorithm which carries out insertion of the not{
originated{here marker is given in [6, p. 238].
The remaining steps to be followed during GNY
analysis are similar to those in BAN. A GNY protocol analysis can also be extended to perform two
consistency checks on the protocol. The possession
consistency check requires that a principal includes
only those formulae he possesses before sending a

message containing any of them. The belief consistency check requires that a message extension
include only those beliefs which are held by the
sender before the message is sent (cf., [16]). The
consistency checks cannot, however, be carried out
within the GNY logic itself, and can be done only
by relying on common knowledge about the checks.
Hence, we do not attempt to include the checks
while automating the logic.

3 Automating GNY logic

The inherent appeal in using BAN and GNY logics
lies in their simplicity and e ectiveness in analyzing
cryptographic protocols. The logics can be systematically applied to understand the working of
protocols. Very often a protocol analysis using the
logics reveals missing assumptions or de ciencies
in the protocol. This can lead to the assumptions
or the original protocol being revised and the inference rules being reapplied to determine if the
desired goal is then attainable. The process of applying and reapplying the inference rules, however,
is often tedious and error-prone to do by hand.
This has lead to the development of a number of
tools for automating this task for BAN or modi ed
versions of BAN [10, 11, 12, 13]. Such tools can
also help determine the suciency or necessity of
protocol assumptions or steps in achieving the desired goals [13]. To the best of our knowledge, no
similar attempt to automate the GNY logic has
been reported. The possibility of missing inferences during manual analysis increases in logics like
GNY, which has more than forty inference rules.
Moreover, the GNY logic operates at a ner level
than its predecessor, so proofs of protocol goals in
the logic typically tend to be much longer than
their BAN counterparts.
Our main aim in automating the logic is to
be able to mechanically determine whether one or
more statements describing the goal of a protocol
are derivable from a given set of assumptions. On
the other hand, it is also desirable to generate all
statements that are derivable for a given protocol.
This allows us to analyze the state of the principals after the execution of each protocol step.
Such analysis is of value not only in designing optimal protocols, but also enables direct comparisons
between di erent protocols in terms of the states
attained by the principals involved. We therefore
adopt a forward{chaining strategy in automating
the logic. This involves repeated application of the
inference rules of the logic to the set of statements
consisting of the idealized protocol, initial assumptions, and derived statements, until all statements
derivable are generated. However, many of the
inference rules of the logic, as presented in [6], are
unsuitable for forward{chaining. The problem is
clear just from the freshness rule F1 [6, p. 237]:

(X ) ;
F1 PPjj](]X;
Y)
which states that the freshness of a concatenated
message can be deduced from the freshness of any
of the concatenates. (The rule has one more conclusion; nonetheless, the one shown suces to illustrate the problem.) Here, Y can be any formula,
so one can inde nitely apply this rule to generate
new beliefs in the freshness of formulas containing
X.
The set of inference rules can, however, be modi ed in such a way that the set of statements derivable from a given protocol is nite.

beliefs about others only if it appears as a premise
in one of these rules. Out of these rules, only I1,
I2, and I3 have a freshness premise. Further, the
premise set of each of these rules implies that P
possesses each formula occurring in the freshness
premise of the rule. We formally state and prove
this property below.

3.1 Modifying the GNY rule set

Proof: We give below the proof for I1; proofs for I2

We now describe the modi cations to the set of
inference rules of the GNY logic, which we make
in order to obtain niteness of derivations. The
modi ed set of rules is given in appendix A, and a
proof of niteness of derivations for this rule set
is outlined in section 3.2. In addition, we add
several new rules which are clearly required during
protocol analyses using the logic, but which are
nonetheless absent in [6].

3.1.1 Modifying existing rules

In addition to F1, several other freshness and recognizability rules cause problems by repeated application. To overcome this problem, we include
an additional premise of the form P 3 X in every
freshness and recognizability rule with a conclusion
of the form P j ](X ) or P j (X ). The resulting
rules ensure that a principal can obtain a belief in
the freshness or recognizability of a formula only
if he possesses the formula. The modi ed freshness and recognizability rules are listed in appendices A.3 and A.4, respectively. Below we only
discuss the rationale behind the modi cations to
the freshness rules; the recognizability rules can be
dealt with similarly.
The basic purpose in applying the logic is to
reason about a principal's possessions and beliefs
about others, that can be derived from messages
received by the principal. Since reasoning about
a principal's possessions does not depend on his
beliefs, the conclusion obtained by applying a freshness rule is of no practical value if it does not a ect
his beliefs about others. The rule which enables a
principal P to obtain beliefs from messages received
by him is the jurisdiction rule J2, which has a
premise of the form P j Q j (X ; C ). This
premise re ects the requirement that P can only
obtain beliefs from messages sent by some well{
known principal Q, and appears as a conclusion of
the message interpretation rules I1, I2, I3, I4, I10 ,
I20, and I30 [6, pp. 246{248]. Therefore, the statement P j ](X ) is of signi cance in deriving P 's

Write S ` C to denote the derivability of
statement C from a set of statements S .
Let I 2 fI1 ; I2 ; I3 g, and let C denote the
premise set of I . If P j ](X1 ;: :: ;Xm ) is
the freshness premise of I , then C ` P 3
X for every X 2 fX1 ; :: :;Xm g.

and I3 can be carried out similarly. Note that the
freshness premise in I1 is of the form P j ](X; K ).
Since P j ](X; K ) is used in this rule to denote
P j ](X ) or P j ](K ) [6, p. 245], we rst replace
I1 by two equivalent rules:

K Q;
P / fX gK ; P 3 K; P j P $
P j (X ); P j ](X )
I1' P j Q j X;
P j Q j fX gK ; P j Q 3 K
K Q;
P / fX gK ; P 3 K; P j P $
P j (X ); P j ](K )
I1" P j Q j X;
P j Q j fX gK ; P j Q 3 K
It is easy to see that in both I1' and I1", P possesses
the formula appearing in the freshness premise:
1. I1': P 3 X follows from the rst two premises
by applying T1, T3, and P1 respectively.
2. I1": P 3 K holds as a premise, trivially.
2
We also introduce one more premise in the rule
R6 (see appendix A.4). The reasons for this are
discussed in [17].

3.1.2 Adding new rules

We add three new rules all of which enable dropping of extensions attached to formulae. These
rules formalize rather trivial inferences which are
obviously correct, but are nevertheless required during protocol analyses. The rst two, labeled T7 and
I8 in appendix A, are found in an extension of the
GNY logic [7] (labeled T3 and C8, respectively);
the role played by these rules should be intuitively
clear. Surprisingly, the rule I9 we add is absent in
both [6] and [7].
j X ; (C;C 0 )
I9 P jP jQ
 Q j X ; C
What I9 does is to enable splitting of message extensions which are essentially conjunctions of one
or more beliefs. The logical use of the conclusion

of the above rule is made in the jurisdiction rule
J2 where it appears as a premise. Moreover, the
conclusion of J2 itself appears as a premise in J1 [6,
p. 240]. Also, the rule J1 has a premise: P j Q j
) C , which re ects P 's trust in Q on C . Since P
may trust Q di erently on C and C 0 , the rule I9
allows us to proceed with derivation of P 's beliefs
from a formula conveyed by Q, containing both C
and C 0 in the extension attached to the formula.

3.1.3 Deleting existing rules

We delete several possession rules (P2, P4, P6, P7
and P8 [6, pp. 244{245]) from the logic. Each of
these rules can be applied inde nitely to produce
what seem quite trivial new possessions. For example, the possession rule P6 for shared keys,
P 3 K; P 3 X
P6
P 3 fX gK ; P 3 fX g?K1
may be applied to an initial set containing P 3
K and P 3 X to inde nitely generate many new
encryptions and decryptions. These rules are evidently useful in enforcing the possession consistency check, but are of no use otherwise. As noted
earlier we do not include this check in the automation, since the check is performed outside the logic.
We also delete the rationality rule, which states
 C1 , for any
that if CC1 is a rule, then so is PP jj
C2
2
principal P . The BAN logic does not have a rationality rule, and it seems doubtful whether this rule
is of use in GNY analyses.

3.2 Finiteness of derivations

We sketch a proof, following [10], that for the modi ed rule set given in appendix A:
The statements derivable from a nite set
of idealized protocol steps and initial assumptions are nite in number, and are
therefore derivable in a nite number of
steps.

It is convenient to use the notation (D=E ) to denote a generic inference rule, where D is the set
consisting of the premises of the rule and E is
the conclusion of the rule. (Rules with multiple
conclusions are assumed decomposed in the obvious
way into separate rules, each with a single conclusion.) Denote by R the modi ed set of rules. Then
we de ne an operator  on sets of statements, as
follows: for any set of statements S ,
(S ) = S [ fE : 9(D =E ) 2 R such that D  Sg:
Thus  returns S together with the statements derivable from S by applying the inference rules in R
once. We outline an argument showing that there
exists an n such that

n (S ) = 1 (S );
m
where we use 1 (S ) to denote [1
m=0  (S ).
The key step in the argument is the de nition
of a relation  over the set of statements of the
forms P 3 X , P / X , and P j C , in terms of six
subsidiary relations / , /3 , 3 , 3j , /j and j ,
as follows:
(1) P / X  P / Y if X / Y
(2) P 3 X  P / Y if X /3 Y
(3) P 3 X  P 3 Y if X 3 Y
(4) P j C  P 3 X if C 3j X
(5) P j C  P / X if C /j X
(6) P j C  P j D if C j D
There is not space here for detailed de nitions of
the subsidiary relations, since each modi ed inference rule contributes at least one clause to one
of the de nitions. We illustrate by describing the
de nition of the rst of the six, / . This is read
o the being-told rules T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6 and
T7 (see appendix A.1), where T2 and T5 are used
in their two symmetrical forms, giving clauses as
follows:
(1)
X / X
(2)(i) X / (X;Y )
(ii) X / (Y;X )
(3)
X / fX gK
(4)
X / fX g+K
(5)(i) X / F (X; Y )
(ii) Y / F (X;Y )
(6)
X / fX g?K
(7)
X / X ; C
It is not hard to see that / is a well-founded
relation: the formula on the left in each clause is
syntactically shorter than the formula on the right,
so there cannot be in nite descending chains with
respect to / .
The de nitions of the remaining subsidiary relations are derived similarly from suitably chosen
classes of rules, though in some cases in a more
complex fashion. (Full details are given in [18].)
Of the six relations, the most critical in the analysis are / , 3 and j . For each of these three
relations, a proof of well-foundedness is straightforward. (Well-foundedness of the other three relations is not required.)
We can now see from the de nition of the relation  above that  is also well-founded. In
fact, it is easy to see that any in nite descending
chain with respect to  must contain an in nite
descending chain of statements of one of the three
forms P 3 X , P / X , or P j C . (Knowledge
of the de nitions of the subsidiary relations is not
required for the proof.) But a chain of one of those
forms must have arisen from an in nite descending
chain with respect to one of the relations / , 3
and j , and this is impossible.

A further property of all six subsidiary relations
is that they are nitary ; that is, given any statement C of the form P 3 X or P /X or P j C 0, the
set of statements fD : D  C g is nite. This is easy
to see in the case of the relation / , and is equally
easily proved for the other ve relations. It follows
straightforwardly that  is also nitary. Since 
is well-founded as well as nitary, it follows by
Konig's Lemmathat for any C the set of statements
fD : D  C g, where  denotes the transitive and
re exive closure of , is nite as well.
Now the de nitions of the subsidiary relations
and of  are constructed so as to give a straightforward guarantee that for each rule (D =E ) 2 R,
there exists C 2 D such that E  C ; that is, in
each rule the conclusion is smaller, with respect to
, than at least one of the premises. Therefore, if S
is the set of idealized steps and initial assumptions
of a protocol, and C 2 1 (S ), then there exists
S 2 S such that C  S . Hence

1 (S ) 

[ fC : C  S g;

S 2S

Formula
(X; Y )

Structure

H (X )
F (X1 ; : : : ; Xn )
X
X C
X

[X,Y]
encrypt(X, shared(K))
decrypt(X, shared(K))
encrypt(X, public(K))
decrypt(X, private(K))
h(X)
f(X1, : : :, Xn)
star(X)
ext(X, C)
ext(X, nil)

Statement

Structure

fX gK
1
fX g?
K
fX g+K
fX g?K

;

P /X
P 3X
P j X
P j ](X )
P j (X )
S R
P j Q $
P j+7!K Q
P j C
P j Q j) C
P j Q j) Q j 
C1 ; C 2

told(P, X)
possesses(P, X)
conveyed(P, X)
believes(P, fresh(X))
believes(P, recognizes(X))
believes(P, secret(Q,S,R))
believes(P,
believes(P,
believes(P,
believes(P,
[C1, C2]

public(K,Q))
C)
controls(Q,C))
honest(Q))

and since the right-hand side here is a nite union Table 1: Representing GNY constructs in Prolog.
of nite sets, given our assumption that S is nite,
It is straightforward to translate any formula or
1 (S ) is nite, as was required.
statement in the GNY syntax to its Prolog counterpart by looking up Table 1. For example, the idealized
protocol step given earlier, in section 2.2.4,
4 Implementing the tool
is typically represented by the Prolog structure:
We now outline an implementation of a tool based
on the modi ed set of rules given in appendix A. told(a, ext(star(encrypt([na, b, star(kab)],
The tool provides an inference engine which prokas), believes(s, secret(a, kab, b)))))
duces the complete set of logical statements derivable from an input speci cation consisting of the 4.1.1 Derived statements
idealized protocol and the initial assumptions. It Apart from representing the logical constructs in
also provides a facility to extract proofs of the de- Prolog syntax, we also need to maintain derivation
rived statements. We nd Prolog suitable as an information of statements obtained by applying the
implementation language as it is easy to represent inference rules. The predicate fact/3 which dethe logical constructs directly by Prolog structures. nes an inference step is used for this purpose. It
takes the form:
4.1 Formulas and statements

The basic building blocks of protocol messages are
formulas, which typically contain constants like
principal names, keys, nonces, etc. We typically
represent these constants by one or more lowercase letters. For example, a session key Kab for
principals A and B is denoted by the Prolog atom
kab. The remaining formulas like concatenation,
encryption, functions, etc. are represented by Prolog structures chosen to represent their typographical counterparts wherever possible. We also use the
structure ext(X, nil) to represent a formula X
without any extension. The statements of the logic
are similarly represented by appropriately named
Prolog structures. We choose to represent the logical constructs by means of the Prolog structures
given in Table 1. The intended interpretation of
these constructs can be found in [6].

fact(Index, Stat, reason(PremIs, Rule))

Here the integer argument Index is used to index
instances of fact/3. The second argument Stat
is bound to a derived statement. In the last argument, PremIs is a list containing the indices of
premises used in deriving Stat by an application
of rule Rule.

4.1.2 Logical rules

The representation of the inference rules is best
explained by means of an example|the being{told
rule T1 is de ned by the following clause for
told/2 [6, p. 244]:
told(told(P, X), reason([I], 'T1')) :fact(I, told(P, star(X)), _).

5 Using the tool

We now demonstrate the use of the tool by analyzing a voting protocol. This protocol was analyzed
in [6], and we use it to illustrate how the tool helped
us in detecting a problem with the protocol parsing
scheme therein. It is straightforward to convert the
idealized protocol and assumptions given in [6, p.
239] into Prolog syntax by using the translations
given in Table 1. The set of facts representing
the idealized protocol and the initial assumptions
is then loaded into the analyzer to generate all the
logical statements derivable:
?- analyze(voting).
Analyzed in 4 cycles

The desired statement Q j Pi j Vi is immediately derived once we alter the idealization of
step 2 to re ect this. The proof explanation facility
can be further used to obtain proofs of derived
statements. For example, we obtain the following
machine-generated proof of Q j Pi j Vi :
?- explain_proof(believes(q, conveyed(pi,vi))).
1. told(q,[pi,ni,vi,ext(star(h([nq,si,vi])),
nil)]) {Step}
2. told(q,vi) {1, T2}
3. possesses(q,vi) {2, P1}
4. possesses(q,si) {Assumption}
5. possesses(q,nq) {Assumption}
6. believes(q,fresh(nq)) {Assumption}
7. believes(q,secret(q,si,pi)) {Assumption}
8. told(q,ext(star(h([nq,si,vi])),nil)) {1, T2}
9. believes(q,conveyed(pi,[nq,si,vi])) {8, 7,
6, 5, 4, 3, I3}
10. believes(q,conveyed(pi,vi)) {9, I7}

The database of generated facts can now simply
be queried to determine whether a particular goal
statement is attained or not. For example, the
statements Q j Pi j Vi and Pi j Q j R are
We have further used the tool to carry out
expected to hold at the end of the protocol [6,
p. 239]. The following queries can be used to see machine-aided GNY logic analysis of several other
whether the protocol attains these statements:
protocols given in [3, 6]. The tool has proved useful
in mechanically verifying the need for the rules T7,
?- fact(I, believes(q,conveyed(pi,vi)), Rule).
I8, and I9, which are all absent from the original
no
GNY
logic.
?- fact(I, believes(pi,conveyed(q,r)), Rule).
I = 37
Rule = reason([33],I7);
yes

Acknowledgments: We would like to thank the

anonymous referees for many helpful comments and
suggestions on an earlier draft of the paper. The
The output of the above queries show that rst two authors were supported in part by the
Q j Pi j Vi is not attained whereas Pi j Q j R University of Wollongong Computer Security Techis. We now explain the discrepancy behind this nical and Social Issues Research Program, and Australian Research Council grants A49131885 and
result and suggest a remedy.
A49030136.

5.1 Modi ed parsing scheme

Note that GNY are basically led to the conclusion
that Q j Pi j Vi by applying the message interpretation rule I3 to the second message [6, p.
239]. It is easy to see that in the premises of
the intended application of the rule, the secret Si
appears pre xed with a ; for example, one of the
Si P . Presumably, this
premises is: Q j Q $
i
premise can be derived from the initial assumption
Si P , but there is nothing in the logic
Q j Q $
i
which would enable us to do so, although GNY
overlook this in their analysis [17].
In [7], the protocol parsing scheme is modi ed
in such a way that the insertion of 's is possibly
carried out only for formulas which are encryptions
or decryptions or hash functions. The above problem does not arise if this modi ed parsing scheme
is used. It is easy to see that in order to derive
a principal's possessions and beliefs about others
from messages received by the principal, it suces
to consider only encrypted or hashed formulas for
insertion of 's [17]. We therefore adopt the modied parsing scheme of [7] while analyzing protocols
using the logic.
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); P 3 X
T5 P / F (X;Y
P /Y

T6 P / fX gP?K/;XP 3 +K

;C
T7 P /PX/ X

A.2 Possession Rules

P1 PP 3/ XX
)
P3 P P3 (3X;Y
X
Y ); P 3 X
P5 P 3 F (X;
P 3Y

A.3 Freshness Rules

3 (X;Y )
F10 P j ]P(Xj);](PX;Y
)
); P 3 F (X )
F100 P jP](jX
 ](F (X ))

P 3 fX gK
F20 P j ](XP); jP ]3(fK;
Xg )
K

?1
F200 P j ](X ); P 3 K; ?P1 3 fX gK
P j ](fX gK )

F30 P j ](X )P; Pj 3](f+XK;g P )3 fX g+K
+K
F40 P j ](X )P; Pj 3](f?XK;g P )3 fX g?K
?K
F50 P j ]P(+jK])(;?PK )3 ?K

; P 3 +K
F60 P j ]P(?jK])(+
K)
F70
F700

P j (X ); P j ](K ); P 3 K;
P 3 fX gK
P j ](fX gK )
P j (X ); P j ](K ); P 3 K;
P 3 fX g?K1
P j ](fX g?K1)

F80

P j (X ); P j ](+K ); P 3 +K;
P 3 fX g+K
P j ](fX g+K )

F90

P j (X ); P j ](?K ); P 3 ?K;
P 3 fX g?K
P j ](fX g?K )

F100
F110

P j ](X ); P 3 X; P 3 H (X )
P j ](H (X ))
P j ](H (X )); P 3 H (X ); P 3 X
P j ](X )

A.4 Recognizability Rules
R10 P j P(Xj);(PX;3Y()X; Y )
R100
R20

P j (X ); P 3 F (X )
P j (F (X ))
P j (X ); P 3 K; P 3 fX gK
P j (fX gK )

?1
R200 P j (X ); P 3 K; ?P1 3 fX gK
P j (fX gK )

R30 P j (X )P; jP 3(f+XK;g P )3 fX g+K
+K
R40 P j (X )P; jP 3(f?XK;g P )3 fX g?K
?K
R50
R60

P j (X ); P 3 X; P 3 H (X )
P j (H (X ))
P 3 H (X ); P j (H (X )); P 3 X
P j (X )

A.5 Message Interpretation Rules
K Q;
P / fX gK ; C; P 3 K; P j P $
(X ); P j ](X;K )
I1 P j QP jjX;
P j Q j fX gK ; C;
P j Q 3 K

P / fX; <S>g+K ; C; P 3 (?K;S ); P j+7!K P
S Q; P j (X;S ); P j ](X; S; +K )
I2 P jP jQ jP $
(X;<S>); P j Q j fX; <S>g+K ; C;
P j Q 3 +K
S Q;
P / H (X; <S>) ; C; P 3 (X; S ); P j P $
)
I3 P j Q j (X;<S>P); jP ]j(X;S
Q j H (X; <S>) ; C

+7!
K Q; P j (X )
P
/
f
X
g
;
C;
P
3
+
K;
P
j

?
K
I4
P j Q j X; P j Q j fX g?K ; C

I5
I6
I7
I8

P / fX g?K ; P 3 +K; P j+7!K Q; P j (X );
P j ](X; +K )
P j Q 3 (?K;X )
P j Q j X; P j ](X )
P j Q 3 X
P j Q j (X;Y )
P j Q j X
P j Q j X ; C
P j Q j X

 X ; (C;C 0 )
I9 P jP jQ jQ
j X ; C

A.6 Jurisdiction Rules
J1 P j Q j)PC;j PC j Q j C

 Q j (X ; C ); P j ](X )
J2 P j Q j) Q j ; PP jj
Q j C
; P j Q j Q j C
J3 P j Q j) QPjjQ
j C

A.7 Never-Originated-Here Messages
K Q;
P / fX gK ; C; P 3 K; P j P $
P j (X ); P j (P )
I10
P j Q j X; P j Q j fX gK ; C

P / fX;<S>g+K ; C; P 3 (S; ?K ); P j+7!K P;
S Q; P j (X;S ); P j (P )
I20 P j QP jj (PX;$<S>
); P j Q j fX;<S>g+K ; C
S Q;
P / H (X; <S>) ; C; P 3 (X; S ); P j P $
P j (X;S ); P j (P )
I30 P j Q j (X;
<S>); P j Q j H (X; <S>) ; C

